
 
Learning Provision During School Closure – Spring 2020 (COVID-19) 

 
It is rightly a key national expectation that while schools are closed, every pupil is provided with 
learning activities to undertake in place of the taught sessions they would have had if they were in 
school. This has obviously presented a big challenge for schools, but our school is nothing if not 
adaptable! 
 

How? When? Why? Where? 
At The Dell this approach will be through Extended Home Learning Menus. We have adopted this 
approach because we really want a clear,  straightforward offer which was familiar to the children, 
which wasn’t over reliant on the technology that children might or might not have access to and 
which breaks learning down into the six areas of learning & experiences and real life skills which the 
children are now very familiar with in school. They will also recognise the Home Learning Menu 
format. 
 
Today we’ve published our Extended Home Learning Menus (PHASE 1) and our school website. We 
will refresh this with PHASE 2 on Monday 20th April and each phase will last 3 weeks. 
 
All our Home Learning Menus and additional resources are on our school website at 
www.dell.monmouthshire.sch.uk. This includes our twitter updates which appear on the home page 
too. We’ve always said that Twitter is a great (free) way to share and showcase the children’s work 
and the range of learning and experiences at The Dell and then it allows us to create online themed 
portfolios the website too. That’s why we’ve also always said you don’t have to be on Twitter to 
follow us on twitter. However, you might want to join twitter and follow us over the period of 
closure and if you do, we’re @thedellschool 
 
We do use several digital online resources and platforms in school, but we use them in different 
ways in different parts of the school and not consistently or routinely. 
On Friday 20th March, schools were informed that Welsh Government had removed the requirement 
for parents & carers to opt in for the key tools on Hwb, the national learning platform used by some 
schools and used intermittently at The Dell. Because of the lateness of this announcement, the 
limited use we currently make of Hwb and our desire to keep planned learning & provision clear, 
straightforward & effective, we have decided now would not be the right time to launch this 
resource universally. We feel that while this would benefit some pupils, the resource can be tricky to 
navigate, and we don’t want to overwhelm pupils and parents with new technology and unfamiliar 
ways of learning. 
 
However, we will be extending our use of SeeSaw, a great app that all the children use in school and 
which teachers will use to point children to a few online resources each day which supplement and 
reinforce activities on the Extended Home Learning Menus. Your child’s teacher will be in touch with 
you shortly about this by email. 
 
Topic Books 
We have sent home each child’s topic book, and this is for them to undertake learning activities that 
require recording. We would ask that you monitor how the children are using these books and 
encourage your child to maintain the school standards of writing & presentation that you’ll see thus 
far in the book. If your child runs out of paper in the book, don’t worry, they can record their 
learning on any other paper or book you have available or on any software that might be available. 
 
Supervision & Support 
The activities in the Extended Home Learning Menus are designed to have a little input from parents 
if possible. They’ll work better if you have a chat with your child about what they’ll do each session 
and how they might undertake the activity. The children should be encouraged to ‘work’ 

http://www.dell.monmouthshire.sch.uk/


independently (we don’t expect parents and carers to ‘teach’ their children all day, each day but 
oversight before, after and at various points during will support & help your child. We fully 
appreciate that parents and carers are not teachers by profession and we really don’t want anyone 
feeling intimidated by what we might expect of you. 
It’s important that the children make a chart or log of what they have done each day if possible and 
we know that while some children will need support compiling this, others will relish the prospect of 
designing one themselves. 
 
Marking & Assessment 
School staff will not be marking your child’s learning and we do not expect parents and carers to do 
this. However, when schools reopen, we will be looking at the learning that each child has 
undertaken during the closure period and discussing it with them individually. 
 
Organisation & Routine 
We suggest that you discuss and set up a simple daily plan with your child in order to provide 
structure and make learning manageable. Children are used to routines like this in school and they 
help to make them feel safe and secure as well as keeping their mind focused when there is a lot of 
media coverage that will be concerning them. There’s no right or wrong structure, it’s about what 
works for you and your child and the circumstances in your home which we know might change over 
time. 
 

Possible Learning Plans 
 

Morning activity 

Afternoon activity 

Physical activity 

 
Or you might prefer something a little more structured such as: 

 
 

Daily Plan 

Morning Session 
(Literacy Activity) 

Take a break / Down time / Do something different time (Approx. 
15-20 mins) 

Morning Session 
(Maths Activity) 

Take a break / Down time / Do something different time (Approx. 
1 hour) 

Afternoon Session 
(Start or continue a task from page 2 of the Home Learning Menu) 

 

Please note, we are not stipulating a time when learning activities take place or how long they 
should last. The above is only a suggestion which might help you and your child to organise their 
day. Weekend should not be workdays for children, and we’d encourage your usual shared family 
activities, albeit they in different circumstances. 
 

Additional Resources 
In addition to the Home Menus, we’ll be providing the following on our school website: 

• Additional Resources page with activities and ideas that children can try. In many cases 
these activities will allow them to extend their understanding of the skills they’re learning or 
have learned. 



• ‘Wow of The Week’ – a link to a website or activity that will engage and / or entertain. 

• Wellbeing Resources 

• The Dell FM Shows – pre-recorded shows by our Dell FM presenter team 

• Learning Guidance for Parents 
 

 
Reading 
Please do what you can to ensure your child reads a little every day. 
Reading is such a vital life skill and everything else leads from it. If bedtime routines have lapsed as 
the children have grown (which can easily happen with our busy lives as parents), this can be a great 
opportunity to undertake reading and provides a vital wellbeing checking and source of comfort for 
your child. These days there is so much reading material available for children online though actual 
books are always preferable where possible, especially for younger children. 
 
You could think about the social aspects of reading too such as children reading to older or younger 
siblings, reading bits of a story via Skype or Facetime to a relative who they can’t be with or even 
writing a book, slowly, over the period to read to others later. Try to encourage children to use the 
strategies they already know to tackle new and unfamiliar words and talk to them about what they 
have read whenever you can as this checks and ensures their understanding and comprehension. 
This could be a great opportunity for your child to find the time to learn more and reads lots about 
an existing or new interest or hobby. There are lots of authors reading their books at set times / 
Audible offering free access to their audio books and we’ll try to add these to the Additional 
Resources Section of the website. 
 

Physical Activity 
On a school day, children get physical exercise and undertake physical activity at various times 
through the day. This includes playtime and lunchtime as well as timetabled PE lessons. It’s 
important to your child’s physical health that they undertake some physical activity every day 
whenever possible. This doesn’t have to be a comprehensive physical workout but could be kicking 
or throwing a ball outside, workouts indoors, perhaps using online workouts or other safe physical 
activity. We promote these activities for physical health but also, importantly, for mental health and 
wellbeing. Some children really like the idea of creating their own routines and timetables in this 
area too. They might be encouraged by looking at setting targets, creating ‘Personal bests’ then 
trying to beat them whether that’s in a skill (‘keepy uppys’, ball bounces etc) or exercises (star 
jumps, jogging on spot, push ups etc). 
 
Living our School Values 
You will know how passionate we are at The Dell about our 8 School Behaviours and our central ‘Be 
Kind, be your best’ ethos. If we were ever entering a period where we need values-based 
approaches to what we do, how we think and how we interact with others it is surely now. There’s a 
great deal on our website about our behaviours, vision and values and your children will be very 
familiar with these which work just as well at home as they do each day here in school. 
Thank you for your continuing support. This is our initial offer. I’ve heard it said that ‘nature abhors a 
vacuum’ and it’s a bit like that with the fantastic team I work with at The Dell; I have no doubt they 
and their creativity will do the same over the next few weeks and months. 
 

To you and all your family, from all the team here at The Dell, take care, look after each other and 
look for the opportunity in every problem. 
 

“It’s all going to be OK but its going to be quite different for a while.” 
 

Yours sincerely, 

 
Steve King 
Headteacher 


